
BL Score Bugs
REAL TIME SCORING AND

GAME STATUS DISPLAY SYSTEMS



BL Scorebugs are 
available for hockey, 

baseball, soccer, tennis, 
football, rugby, curling, 

basketball, volleyball 
and lacrosse.

Your operator has to be able to work at peak efficiency on 
game day, and above all, your Scorebug has to be reliable. The BL 
Scorebug operator hot keys allow optimum power user workflow to 
keep up with the game action and with hundreds of installations, 
the BL Scorebugs are the reliable choice for sports broadcasters.

The BL Scorebug solutions are 
designed with both professional and 
amateur sport leagues in mind. With 
added support for interfacing with 
Whiteway, Daktronics, OES scoreboard 
controllers and radar guns, the BL 
Scorebugs are ready to go out of the 
box. Available in SD or HD, single 
channel or dual, the Scorebug boasts 
smooth animated transitions for 
maximum impact. The BL Scorebugs 
will take your sports broadcast to a new level of ease and style.



What’s your game?

BASKETBALL

CURLING

SOCCER
HOCKEY

TENNIS
FOOTBALL

BASEBALL

BROADCAST Scorebug

Scorebug LITE

Output Options
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Hit the Court Running
Out of the box, BL Scorebug for basketball can be up and 
running in 10 minutes. With an easy to use interface, 
your operators will be confident doing a live broadcast 
in no time. Quickly add any teams including NBA and 
NCAA leagues.

From Center Court
Drive scoring manually using quick increment power keys or connect to Whiteway, Daktronics and OES 
scoreboard controllers for automated score updates. 

Leave Your CG Benched
With extensive broadcast quality layouts including 
pregame, locator, host keys, lineups, player keys, stats, 
standings, credits, coming-ups and a generic template 
for anything else you could possibly need for your 
game titling. BL Scorebug for basketball also supports 
a station bug for branding or sponsor logo bug for 
realizing ad revenue.

Scorebug for MVP
Supporting SD and HD, Scorebug also supports 
switching broadcast layout graphic templates for special 
broadcasts. Easy to use and powerful, you will want BL Scorebug  on 
your roster this season.

Scorebug Lite
A completely portable broadcast Scorebug solution to fit your budget.

Ask about BL Soft turnkey 
systems for this solution.



Hit A Home Run With Your Broadcast
Out of the box, BL Scorebug for baseball can be up and 
running in 10 minutes. With an easy to use interface, 
your operators will be confident doing a live broadcast 
in no time. Quickly add any teams including the MLB 
league.

Triple Play For Your Operators
With so much going on during a baseball game, your operators need every advantage they can get to keep 
the broadcast output current with the game. Scorebug for baseball gives operators quick keys for continuously 
used plays such as advance batter, advance all runners, clear bases and home run. Combined with quick keys 
for on/off status of bug, radar gun speed and batter status, your operators will have  no trouble keeping up 
with the action.

Leave Your CG Benched
With extensive layouts including pregame, roster, stats, 
host keys, locator, officials, coming-ups, standings and 
a generic template for anything else you could possibly 
need for your game titling. BL Scorebug for baseball also 
supports a station bug for branding or sponsor logo bug 
for realizing ad revenue.

Scorebug for MVP
Supporting SD and HD, Scorebug also supports switching broadcast 
layout graphic templates for special broadcasts. Easy to use and 
powerful, you will want BL Scorebug  on your roster this season.

Ask about BL Soft turnkey 
systems for this solution.



Score A Hat Trick With Your Broadcast
Out of the box, BL Scorebug for Hockey can be up and 
running in 10 minutes. With an easy to use interface, 
your operators will be confident doing a live broadcast 
in no time. Quickly add any team or league including the 
NHL, OHL or AHL.

Give Your Operators a Power Play
Tracking penalties becomes as easy as clicking the 
predefined 2 or 5 minute buttons and power play or 
two man advantage automatically displays based on 
the scenario. Scorebug for hockey gives operators quick 
keys for most recently used activities such as starting 
and stopping the game clock and animating the bug 
on or off air. Your operators will be up and running 
in no time with the intuitive and easy to use Scorebug 
interface.

An Extra Attacker
Bench that extra CG box. Scorebug has built in layouts 
for lower thirds or full screen messages for handling 
coming-ups and credits. BL Scorebug for hockey also 
supports a station bug for branding or sponsor logo 
bug for realizing ad revenue.

Scorebug for MVP
Supporting SD and HD, Scorebug also supports switching broadcast 
layout graphic templates for special broadcasts. Easy to use and 
powerful, you will want BL Scorebug  on your roster this season.



Your Old Scorebug Gets the Red Card
BL Scorebug for Soccer can be up and running in 10 minutes. 
With an easy to use interface, your operators will be confident 
doing a live broadcast in no time. Quickly and easily enter 
your teams  and be ready with plenty of time before kick-off.

Your Operators Will Be On the Ball
Quickly add a discreet message using the message bug. 
Scorebug for soccer gives operators quick keys for most 
recently used activities such as animating the bug on or off 
air. Your operators will be able to enjoy the games as much as the crowd with the intuitive and easy to use 
Scorebug interface.

Give Your CG a Bicycle Kick
Bench that extra CG box. Scorebug has built in message 
bugs for quick information messages. Add in titling right 
from within the Scorebug. BL Scorebug for soccer also 
supports a station bug for branding or sponsor logo bug 
for realizing ad revenue.

Scorebug for MVP
Supporting SD and HD, Scorebug also supports switching 
broadcast layout graphic templates for special broadcasts. Easy 
to use and powerful, you will want BL Scorebug  on your roster 
this season.

Ask about BL Soft turnkey 
systems for this solution.



Serve a Broadcasting Ace
Use BL Scorebug for tennis and you will be serving 
great tennis graphics in 10 minutes. With an easy to 
use interface, your operators will be confident doing a 
live broadcast in no time. Quickly add your competitors 
and you are ready to cover the game.

Give Your Operators the Advantage
Scoring a match becomes as easy as clicking the predefined score buttons. 
Quickly and easily add a discreet message using the message bug. Scorebug 
for tennis gives operators quick keys for most recently used activities such as animating the bug on or off 
air. Your operators will be able to enjoy the game as much as the crowd with the intuitive and easy to use 
Scorebug interface.

Built In CG
Scorebug comes with built in layouts for super 
stats, lower thirds or full screen messages. Handle 
coming-ups and credits right from Scorebug. BL 
Scorebug for tennis also supports a station bug 
for branding or sponsor logo bug for realizing ad 
revenue.

Scorebug for MVP
Supporting SD and HD, Scorebug also supports switching broadcast layout graphic templates for special 
broadcasts. Easy to use and powerful, you will want BL Scorebug at the net this season.

Ask about BL Soft 
turnkey systems for this 
solution.



Your Broadcast Will Be a Touchdown
Out of the box, BL Scorebug for football can be up and 
running in 10 minutes. With an easy to use interface, your 
operators will be confident doing a live broadcast in no 
time. Quickly add any teams including the NFL league.

Take a Knee, Operators
Scorebug for football gives operators quick keys for most 
recently used activities such as downs, yards to first down, 
flag thrown and quickly animating the bug on and off. 
You will be up and running in no time with the intuitive 
and easy to use Scorebug for football interface.

Two Point Conversion
For added value, Scorebug comes with built in layouts 
for lower thirds or full screen messages. Handle coming-
ups and credits right from Scorebug. BL Scorebug for 
football also supports a station bug or sponsor logo 
bug for branding or realizing ad revenue.

Scorebug for MVP
Supporting SD and HD, Scorebug also supports switching 
broadcast layout graphic templates for special broadcasts. 
Easy to use and powerful, you will want BL Scorebug  on 
your roster this season.

Ask about BL Soft turnkey 
systems for this solution.



Deliver the Perfect Weight
With Your Broadcast
Out of the box, BL Scorebug for curling can be up and running 
in 10 minutes. With an easy to use interface, your operators 
will be confident doing a live broadcast in no time. Quickly 
add your competitors and you are ready to cover the game.

Your Operators Will Land On the Button
Proceed effortlessly from end to end with the easy to use 
Scorebug interface. Track each rock with a simple click and 
use quick keys to quickly animate the bugs on or off air. 
Your operators will be up and running in no time with the 
intuitive and easy to use Scorebug interface.

A Steal
Scorebug for curling takes the end with built in layouts for 
pre-game, team info, custom info, credits and a generic 
template for anything else you could possibly need for 
your game titling. BL Scorebug for curling also supports a 
station bug for branding or sponsor logo bug for realizing 
ad revenue.

Scorebug Lite
A completely portable broadcast Scorebug solution to fit your 
budget.

Ask about BL Soft turnkey 
systems for this solution.



Scorebug
FOR BROADCAST

The Power to Broadcast
Combine any BL Scorebug with our Harris or Ross Broadcast 
hardware for the ultimate in high quality broadcast output. 
Simultaneously broadcast in SD and HD for both markets.

Real Time Scoring and Game 
Status for Live Sports Telecasts



Scorebug
LITE

Real Time Scoring and Game 
Status On A Budget

Low Cost Broadcast Solution
If you need a cost effective Scorebug broadcasting solution, 
Scorebug Lite is for you. Compatible with all our Scorebug 
flavours, Scorebug Lite is a completely portable solution priced 
to fit your budget.

High Quality Output
With 10 minutes of setup you can be outputting in full 1080i 
HD resolution or choose to downscale to 720p. Choose options 
to convert to animorphic, letterbox or 
centre cut.

Technical Specs
Scorebug Lite uses DVI-D output from a 
NVIDIA GT/GTX/FX graphics card and a 
Matrox DVI to video converter

- supports NTSC, PAL, NTSC-EIAJ, 
1080i, 720p with 4 channels of 
SDI embedded 24-bit audio.

- Supports component, s-video 
and composite output

- Digital or analog video can be 
tied into luminance keyer of most 
broadcast switchers

- Supports SD analog black burst 
(bi-level) or HD tri-level sync. 
Timing offset controls provided.



About Bannister Lake Software
BL Soft is a leading provider of professional video graphic display solutions for Broadcast Television, Game 
Shows, iTV, SMS, Cable, Satellite, Specialty Channel, Electronic Signage and audio visual applications. Our 
display solutions are designed to integrate seamlessly with your existing infrastructure, automating the 
process of data entry for video graphics display and improving the productivity of your organization. 

Our video graphics solutions are designed for mission critical live television applications. We provide display 
solutions that are designed to meet the demands of a 24/7 broadcast environment. All our solutions can be 
customized to suit your unique display, automation and system requirements.

Contacting Us

v4.9.5005

Bannister Lake Sales
email: sales@bannisterlake.com
phone: 519.624.9231

Bannister Lake Head Office
2174 Spragues Road
Cambridge, Ontario,
Canada, N1R 5S5
fax: 519.632.9182

BROADCAST SOLUTION DEVELOPMENT  -  BROADCAST HARDWARE SALES  -  ROSS/HARRIS TRAINING


